INTRODUCTION TO ALEKS REPORTS
ALEKS reports are designed to provide real-time data and summary reports to help students
and instructors monitor usage, track progress, and identify areas of growth/struggle. This
instructionally actionable data helps you to plan for full-class and small-group instruction and
intervene with individual students as needed.

Report Levels
Home:

Class Level:

Student Level:

Report Features
Tips: The light bulb icons on a page offer tips for using the report.
Information: Clicking on this icon will provide details about a particular feature.
Downloads: Each report provides the opportunity to download data. Clicking on the
downloads icon allows you to see what information can be downloaded and in what format(s).
Group Filter: If you have set up Student Groups in ALEKS, you can use the group filter to
show data for a specific group or for all students.

Custom Reports
The Custom Reports feature is available at home and at the class level. This feature allows you to tailor a report
specific to your reporting needs by creating a template and choosing the data—for multiple classes and from
multiple reports—that will be included in your report. You can schedule a one-time report or automate a report so
that it runs daily, weekly, or monthly to ensure that you save time and also receive the most up-to-date information.

1. With no class chosen, hover over Reports and click Custom Reports.

2. Click Create New Custom Report Template.

Step 1: Create the Report Template
1. Name the template and choose your Excel report option.

2. Select the data you wish to monitor by clicking its corresponding blue box. Your selected fields will be
displayed on the right side of the page under Report Selections.

Step 2: Review and Save

Review your selected options and click Save. If you need to make
changes or add additional reports, click Previous Step.

Step 3: Schedule the Report
1. Under Scheduling Options, select the day and recurrence of your report.
Note: We recommend a weekly recurring report delivered on Saturdays so that any time utilized on Friday
can be considered. Grades can be entered Monday for the previous week.

2. Select the classes to be included in your report and select the Type of Data you wish to include. Once
completed, click Schedule Report.

3. You will receive a notification when the report has been completed.

Insights Report
Insights uses artificial intelligence to alert you when students are at risk of failure so you can intervene
effectively. You can view student reports and send messages to students in their ALEKS Message Center.
Insights can be accessed from the menu on the Home screen:

You can view reports from all of your active classes or filter specific classes to see the students who meet
the criteria. ALEKS detects potentially problematic learning patterns and classifies those patterns into the
following categories:
Failed Topics: ALEKS tracks individual student topics that were attempted multiple times without
success. A topic is considered failed when ALEKS directs students to take a break from the current
topic they are struggling with and try a new topic. This report updates in real-time, so you can check it
as often as needed to identify struggling students.
Decreased Learning: ALEKS detects when the rate at which the student learned topics has decreased
significantly despite continual work in ALEKS. This student is struggling to make progress and is
experiencing plateaued learning.
Unusual Learning: ALEKS detects the rate at which the student learned topics increased significantly
compared to the student’s usual learning pace. Unusually high learning rates compared to previous
learning may signify that students are not doing their own work in ALEKS Learning Mode.
Procrastination: ALEKS detects that a student’s time in ALEKS varies between longer periods of
inactivity followed by unusually high bursts of activity. Students could be procrastinating or cramming to
catch up on their learning.
The program runs a weekly diagnostic to check for new insights in Decreased Learning, Unusual Learning,
and Procrastination. If new insights are found, a blue banner will be displayed on your instructor dashboard.
Click the link to see the updated insights for your students.

Dashboards
The dashboards at each level are designed to give you at-a-glance information to help you manage your class.

a. Click the blue link in the bottom-right corner of a tile to view more detailed information.
b. The tab with arrows on the right side of the dashboard takes you to the second page of tiles.
c. Y
 ou can move tiles by selecting the icon in the upper-right corner of the tile and dragging/dropping tiles
to arrange them in a configuration that meets your needs.
These features are consistent at each level, but the information on them will change.

When you are on the Home screen in ALEKS, your dashboard will show summary information about all
of your ALEKS classes. The Class Level dashboard provides information about the class you’ve selected.
The Student Level dashboard provides information about the specific student that you have chosen to view.

Progress Report: Class Level
Use this report to:
■■

Identify students who may need a different course product for intervention or acceleration.

■■

Monitor how well a student is retaining newly learned material.

■■

View student progress toward course mastery.
Note: The goal for an average student is to master at least 85 percent of the topics in the course.

Using Progress reports, you can view student progress on Knowledge Checks and in Learning Mode at various
time intervals. These reports allow you to track student progress, see how well they are retaining new learning,
and ensure they can get intervention when they need it the most.

a. The view of the progress data can be changed from the Show drop-down menu. There are five different
views that display student progress in Knowledge Check and in Learning Mode. Two of the views
provide data since the most recent Knowledge Check, and three of the views allow selecting a date
range for historical data. Once a view is selected, the report will update to show the requested data, as
well as basic information, such as total time in ALEKS. A message can be sent directly to students from
this report.
b. T
 he Performance and Learning data sections under each view show the student’s current progress and
average learning rates. This section will update with relevant information based on the view selected.
c. C
 lick the information icon to show a key that illustrates what the different parts of the bar represent.
Shown here is the key for the Learning Progress Since Latest Knowledge Check view.
Note: If you navigate away from a progress report and return at a later time, the view that was last selected
will remain in effect.

In the report above, Daniel’s most recent Knowledge Check occurred on July 8th. At that point in time, he
showed that he had mastered 67% of the content in this course. The dark blue portion of the bar represents this
mastered content. Daniel has been working in Learning Mode since that knowledge check and has learned 2%
more of the content, which is represented by the lighter blue portion of the bar.
To the right of the progress bar, you will see more details about Daniel’s recent learning, as well. Since the last
knowledge check, he has learned 11 new topics, worked 1 hour and 23 minutes, and is learning 7.9 topics per
hour. This newly learned content will only be considered mastered (and turn dark blue) when Daniel takes a
new knowledge check and shows that he has retained the material.
In Class Level Progress Reports, clicking on a student’s name will take you to the individual progress report for
that student. We will explore the Student Level Progress Report next.

Progress Report: Student Level
Use this report to:
■■

See all of a student’s knowledge checks in the course.

■■

Compare student growth and retention of content from knowledge check to knowledge check.

In the example above, Daniel’s progress report shows us that (a) he knew 40% of the course content
when he took his initial knowledge check on October 9. As you can see, (b) he learned 3% more (13 topics)
before triggering his next knowledge check on October 23. If he retained all of the previously mastered
content (40%) and his new learning (3%), the score on his next knowledge check would be 43%. In this case,
(c) Daniel showed 42% mastery—which means there was a topic he didn’t retain. A loss of one or a few
topics is not unusual, but students who fail to retain a large percentage of newly learned topics may need
some additional support.
Notice that the mastered (dark blue) portion of the bar continues to grow as Daniel progresses. If, however,
the dark blue portion of the bar receded after a knowledge check—meaning that even topics that were
previously considered mastered have been lost—this should be investigated. Perhaps someone was helping
the student on the previous knowledge check, so without help on the next one, the student didn’t know how to
do those topics. Or maybe the student didn’t actually try to do well on the knowledge check for some reason.
Tip: When motivating students to grow in ALEKS, don’t just focus on learning a number of topics.
Make sure they are retaining and growing based on the Progress Report.

ALEKS Pie Report: Class Level
Use this report to:
■■

Identify which students know a topic, which students don’t know that topic, and which students are ready
to learn the topic (Current Progress view)

■■

Plan for whole class or small group instruction (Current Progress view)

■■

Identify which students may need to review topics lost in a knowledge check (Most Recent Knowledge
Check view)

The default view of the ALEKS Pie Report—and the one used most often—is Current Progress since it is
designed to give real-time information about what students are ready to learn.
The ALEKS Pie Progress section at top right of this report shows information about your class as a whole. In the
example below, the class has progressed through 70% of the content on average. The topics with the highest
percentage of students ready to learn are listed next, under Top Ready to Learn Topics.

a. At the bottom of this report, you can dig into a particular strand for more detail. Here, we’ve clicked
on Decimals and expanded to see the specific topics. Clicking on the name of a topic will bring up an
example problem that you can work through with your students. It allows you to generate as many new
demonstration problems as you need.
b. The four columns on the right give us information about a class.
Progress—Students that have already learned or mastered the topic.
Remaining—Those who have not learned the topic yet.
Ready to Learn—Students who have not learned the topic yet, but who have the prerequisite
skills to be successful in learning the topic.
Attempted, Not Yet Learned—Students who have worked on the topic but not learned it yet.

c. By clicking on the percentage in the column, we are able to see the names of the students in that
category. In the example below, 19% of the class is ready to learn “Converting a decimal to a proper
fraction in simplest form: Basic.” Clicking on the 19% reveals the names of the five students who are
ready to learn that topic.
This kind of information makes targeted, small-group instruction a viable strategy for any classroom.
In the case below, the instructor might choose to pull the five “Ready to Learn” students together for
instruction. At other times, the instructor might look for a group of students who are ahead of the rest of
the class in learning a topic and spend time with them on an enrichment activity. You can also change
the view to “Most Recent Knowledge Check,” where you can see topics that students did not retain on
their most recent knowledge check, and pull small groups to reteach those concepts.

Time & Topic Report: Class Level
Use this report to:
■■

Monitor the amount of time a student has spent working in ALEKS Knowledge Checks, Learning Mode,
and Assignments.
Note: This report does not include time spent in Quick Tables.

■■

Monitor the number of topics a student has attempted over a particular period of time and how many of
those topics the student has learned.

a. The Time & Topic report will default to show one week—ending on today’s date. You can change the
date range to show results for a different period of time.
b. The graph view can be changed to show time or topic information for the date range at a glance.
The graph can also be hidden to maximize the view of the detailed information at the bottom of
the screen.

The Time & Topic Report at the class level has a column that shows what each student has accomplished
during the selected date range, and then it breaks the information down to show what happened each day
during that time.

a. Time is shown in hours and minutes.
b. Beneath the time, the numbers in parentheses show the number of topics learned (on the left) out of
the number of topics attempted (on the right).
c. A
 triangle in the corner of the daily time entry indicates that the student spent all or part of that day
working on a knowledge check.

In the example above, Daniel has worked 2 hours and 1 minute in ALEKS over this week. He attempted 13
topics and learned 12 of them. In the daily breakdown, we can see that he took a knowledge check on Monday,
so he didn’t attempt any new learning that day. His statistics look very good for that week.
Looking at this report regularly allows an instructor to identify students who may need some guidance to be a
more efficient or effective learner. When an instructor spots a concern—like a student who has spent a lot of
time in ALEKS but has not learned much—he can get more detail from the Student Level Time & Topic report.

Time & Topic Report: Student Level
To get to the Time & Topic Report at the student level, click on the student’s name in the class level report.
You can also access this report from the Reports menu at the student level.
Note: Students can see this report for themselves in their own account as well.

This report provides a daily breakdown of ALEKS usage. The view can be adjusted to a weekly, monthly, or
cumulative view or a specific range. The height of the bar represents total login time. A helpful key is located
below the graph.

a. Hover over a bar to see how much time
was spent and the number of topics
attempted and learned on a given day.
b. Select a bar to view the Learning Sequence
Log for that day, which shows the sequence
of actions followed to learn the topic,
including the exact problems practiced and
the answers entered. (See the next page
for more information.)

Understanding the Learning Sequence Log
Use this log to:
■■

Monitor student work habits and coach individuals to improve.

■■

Identify what a student was struggling with on a particular topic.

The Learning Sequence Log provides specific information about a student’s work in ALEKS, including data
about topic attempts and outcomes, time spent and time stamps on attempts and overall topic areas, and also
specifics on problems presented and answers submitted.
Hover over a Problem Icon for detail, and then click to see the question, the answer, and the answer the
student submitted.

Time and Topic Report Icon Key
Learning Page Icon: This icon is always shown at the beginning of a topic that is NEW to the student.

If you don’t see this icon, the student has previously attempted the topic.
Explanation Page Icon: This icon indicates that the student clicked for an explanation. If you see this icon

after the same problem is answered incorrectly twice, ALEKS automatically launched the explanation.
Correct answer

Incorrect answer

If the Incorrect icon shows as the last question in a topic, click it for more information:
Incorrect on the last question indicates that the
student chose to log out or move to a different topic.
Failed on the last question indicates that ALEKS
suggested the student move to a different topic.
Learned Icon: This icon indicates that the topic was practiced successfully
in Learning Mode and will be assessed on the next Knowledge Check.
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